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I

INTRODUCTION

Most patents are held by employers for inventions made by their employees.1 The law
on employees’ inventions is not covered by international instruments or
internationally harmonised, 2 but statutory compensation schemes for employed
inventors appear to be a worldwide trend.3

The large awards granted to employees by the Japanese Courts recently have drawn a
huge amount of international commentary and put compensation schemes for
employee inventors into the spotlight. In the Nakamura decision by the Tokyo District
Court 4 the inventor of the blue light emitting diode (LED), was awarded US$190
million. 5 This was a revolutionary piece of technology used in cell phones and
computer displays. He claimed to have received only US$180 for his invention when
he assigned it to his employer.6 The decision was appealed and the Tokyo High Court
requested that the parties settle,7 which they did, for US$8 million.8 The decision has
had the effect in Japan of companies giving their researchers a larger share in the
benefits of their research.9

The accepted rationale of the patent monopoly is that it provides an economic
1

Becky White and Teresa Griffiths, ‘Intellectual Property’ in John Dawson and Nicola Peart (eds), The
Law of Research: A Guide (2003) 311. In the UK, Phillips and Firth estimate that 90% of patents are
granted to employed inventors: Jeremy Phillips and Alison Firth Introduction to Intellectual Property
Law (4th ed, 2001) [9.3].
2
It is suggested that international harmonisation on employed inventor laws is not feasible because of
different social, economic, political and cultural backgrounds between countries: Vai Io Lo ‘Employee
Inventions and Works for Hire in Japan: A Comparative Study Against the US, Chinese, and German
Systems’ (2002) 16 Temple International and Comparative Law Journal 279, fn 5.
3
Germany, Austria, France, the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands, and Japan all provide for
additional compensation to an employee paid to do research: Philip Grubb, Patents for Chemicals,
Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology: Fundamentals of Global Law, Practice and Strategy (4th ed,
2004) 395; Matthew Bender, World Patent Law and Practice, vol 2 (at rel 96-10/97) 2-29, identifies 47
countries that have compensation features for employed inventors.
4
Nichia Corp v Shuji Nakamura 13 WA 17772 (Tokyo Dist. Ct, 30 Jan 2004) as reported in Philip
Grubb, above n 3, 395.
5
Jean Healy, ‘The Application of Japanese Article 35 Regarding “Reasonable” Compensation for
Patents by Employed Inventors in Syuji Nakamura v Nichia Corporation’ (2005) 17 Pace International
Law Review 387, 391.
6
Emma Barraclough, ‘The Inventors Strike Back’ (2004) [March] Managing Intellectual Property 20,
20.
7
Yunjoo Lee and Malcolm Langley, ‘Employees’ Inventions: Statutory Compensation Schemes in
Japan and the UK’ (2005) 27(7) European Intellectual Property Review 250, 250.
8
Dennis Normile, ‘Inventor Knocks Japan’s System After Settlement’ (2005) 307 Science 337.
9
Says Hiroyuki Yoshikawa, President of the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology, reported in Dennis Normile, ibid 337.
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incentive to create inventions of commercial value, and at the same time offers a
reward for their creation and public disclosure. 10 A patent gives its owner the
exclusive right to make, use, and sell the invention.11 This right is referred to as the
patent monopoly. Patents are granted for inventions that are novel, involve an
inventive step, 12 and are useful. A patent term can last for 20 years. 13 Broadly
speaking, inventorship determines who has the right to apply for a patent, 14 and
ownership determines who has the right to exploit the invention under the patent
monopoly.

The law relating to employee inventors is at a junction of patent law, employment
law, and contract.15 Compensation legislation aims to address the intersection of two
different legal approaches: that of employment law which gives the employer the
rights to things created by employees and requires a duty of fidelity owed by
employees to their employers; and that of patent law which is based on the inventor
having the primary right to benefit from his or her invention by receiving patent
protection and incentives for it. The employment law aspects of the relationship will
not be examined in detail in this dissertation.

The first section of this dissertation will set out how the current law on employees’
inventions functions in New Zealand and consider changes that could be made to it.16
It will conclude that the current judicial enquiry into the ownership of an invention
10

Susy Frankel and Geoff McLay, Intellectual Property in New Zealand (2002) 324. It is unlikely,
though, that rewarding effort is an important justificatory base for the entire patent system eg those
who labour but whose inventions fall short of patentability, and those who independently create the
invention but are not first to file for it, will not be rewarded with a patent monopoly: Gerald Dworkin,
‘Commentary: Legal and Ethical Issues’ in Vivian Weil and John Snapper (eds) Owning Scientific and
Technical Information: Value and Ethical Issues (1989) 250; and A Kuflik ‘Moral Foundations of
Intellectual Property Rights’ in Vivian Weil and John Snapper (eds) Owning Scientific and Technical
Information: Value and Ethical Issues (1989) 219, 227. The economic arguments in favour of a patent
system are based on an underlying utilitarian moral framework for collective social utility: A H
Goldman, ‘Ethical Issues in Proprietary Restrictions on Research Results’ in Vivian Weil and John
Snapper (eds) Owning Scientific and Technical Information: Value and Ethical Issues (1989) 70.
11
Patents Regulations 1954 schedule 3, forms A and B.
12
ie are not obvious. The test for obviousness involves postulating whether an uninventive person (or
team) skilled in the field would see the alleged inventive step as something worth trying: Ancare New
Zealand Ltd v Cyanamid of NZ Ltd [2000] 3 NZLR 299, [43] (CA).
13
Patents Act 1953 s 30(3), presuming the requisite renewal fees are paid: s 30(4).
14
Or under the Draft Patents Bill, to be granted a patent: cl 21.
15
Lee and Langley, ‘Employees’ Inventions: Statutory Compensation Schemes in Japan and the UK’,
above n 7, 250.
16
The rights and obligations of public service employees and may differ from those of employees in
private employment, and will not be considered in this dissertation.
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and its patent rights in the employment context is cumbersome and should be replaced
by a simplified statutory enquiry, and that a provision should be introduced to remove
the ability of an employer to diminish an employee’s legal rights in an invention
before it is made.

The relationship between employers and their employee inventors with regard to
patent law must be optimised for fairness, incentives, efficiency, functionality and the
national economic interest, which lies at the heart of patent law.17 This dissertation
will examine how these issues are met in the context of the compensation regimes in
the UK, Germany and Japan. It will look at policy considerations and the effect of the
patent incentive in the employment context to determine whether it is worthwhile to
add a compensation provision to the Patents Draft Bill 2005,18 and will conclude that
the most appropriate form for a compensation scheme to take in New Zealand is the
imposition of a statutory minimum for employee inventors.

17

Wellcome Foundation Ltd v Commissioner of Patents [1983] NZLR 385, 389 (CA) (Cooke P).
Cooke P considered that issues raised by the Parker Committee in 1916 (unpublished) and the Report
of the Sargent Committee and mentioned in the Report of the Banks Committee suggest that ‘the
evolution of patent law cannot be governed solely by the kind of juridical analysis that aims at
identifying principles and steadily shaping them into an intellectually satisfying pattern’.
18
This Draft Bill has not yet been introduced into parliament. Provision for employee inventors was
not addressed in the Draft Bill, perhaps because most patents granted in New Zealand are for
applications made under the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and the Patent
Cooperation Treaty, and thus have their origin overseas. 73% of patent applications in New Zealand in
2005 were for foreign patent applications: World Intellectual Property Organisation, Patent Report,
(2007
Edition),
available
at:
<http://www.wipo.int/ipstats/en/statistics/patents/patent_report_2007.html#P270_17708>.
This,
however, is not a reason to overlook the rights of New Zealand employees as against their employers.
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II

THE CURRENT LEGAL POSITION OF EMPLOYED INVENTORS

In general, the view advanced by the patent scheme is that the creator of a patentable
invention should also be the first owner of that invention. Entitlement to a patent and
its benefits therefore depends on being the inventor or deriving title from the
inventor.19 The need to derive title from the inventor, and the right of an inventor to
be mentioned as such on the patent documents show the importance and centrality the
inventor assumes in the patent system. In the employment context, however,
employment law concepts override the ‘inventor as owner’ principle.

Compensation can provide a middle way between the two legal approaches. In order
to gain compensation for their inventions, employee inventors overseas must have two
circumstances fulfilled: firstly, that they are legally seen as one of the inventors of the
invention, and secondly, that because of the circumstances of the invention, their
employer is entitled to the patent ownership and hence any benefits deriving from it.

A

Rights Against Other Employees: Determining Who the True and First
Inventors Are

As the law stands, the rights to an invention made by employees will usually belong
to the employer, so who the inventors were is not generally of much legal
significance, although the inventors may have strong career-related reasons for
wanting to be listed as an inventor. If a compensation scheme were to be adopted,
inventorship would assume a greater role to the parties involved.

When a scientific paper is published or presented at a conference, credit will often go
to the people who contributed most towards the discovery or invention. For the
purposes of patent law though, the inventor cannot be chosen and may not be the
person who ‘contributed most’. ‘Inventor’ is a legal concept, and who the inventors
are is a question of fact, so in proceedings it is for the Court or Commissioner to
discover whether the right people have been named on the patent as inventors.

19

Patents Act 1953 s 7(1); Patents Draft Bill 2005 cl 21(1).
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1

The statutory mechanics of inventorship

The ‘true and first inventor’20 or his or her assignee are the only persons entitled to
make a patent application, 21 and this includes the inventor’s employer. Under the
Draft Bill anyone can apply for a patent but only the ‘true and first inventor’ or his
successor in title22 is entitled to have it granted to them,23 and a patentee may deal with
the patent as the absolute owner of it.24 All patent applications must name the person
claiming to be the ‘true and first inventor’.25 If the applicant is not the true and first
inventor then the application must contain a declaration that that person is believed to
be the inventor.26

A person can also apply if they feel they are entitled to the patent as the true creator of
the invention, and that the person being granted the patent obtained it from him or her
in contravention of his or her rights as inventor. It is on the ground commonly referred
to as ‘obtaining’ that inventorship will come up for consideration by the
Commissioner of Patents27 in opposition proceedings before the patent is granted28 or
revocation proceedings after grant.29 In either case the ground of objection will be:
That the applicant for the patent, or the person described in the application as the true
and first inventor, obtained the invention or any part thereof from him, or from a
person of whom he is the personal representative.

20

Patents Act 1953 s 7(1).
Patents Act 1953 s 7(1). The Patents Act 1953 removed the possibility of having a nominee as the
applicant. The first importer of an invention is also treated as the “true and first inventor” of it in New
Zealand: Sherman v Merck & Co. Inc (Unreported, HC Wellington, AP184-00, McGechan J, 11 April
2001). The right to be granted a patent by importation of an invention is preserved in the Draft Bill: cl
175(4)(b) indicates that it is only for the purposes of naming rights that a person is not to be treated as
inventor by virtue of importing an invention.
22
Or the personal representative of either of them: Patents Draft Bill 2005 cl 21.
23
Patents Draft Bill 2005 cl 21.
24
Patents Draft Bill 2005 cl 22(1).
25
Patents Act 1953 s 8(2).
26
Patents Act 1953 s 8(2).
27
With appeal to the High Court: ss 21(5) and 42(4).
28
Patents Act 1953 s 21(1)(a).
29
Patents Act 1953 s 42(1). The grounds for revocation proceedings before the Commissioner are those
on which the patent could have been opposed: s 42(1).
21
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Inventorship is considered in the first limb of the two part test set out by the
Commissioner for establishing this ground of ‘obtaining’:30
1. Who is/are the true and first inventor(s)?
2. Was the invention obtained in contravention of the Opponent’s rights?

To succeed on this ground requires more than the applicant finding out about the
invention: ‘Obtaining must surely involve the misuse of knowledge by some party, i.e.
an application for protection of an invention by a person not entitled to apply in
contravention of the rights of the person truly entitled to apply under s.7(1) of the
Act’. 31 In the employment context this misuse would be omitting inventors, or
applying as the employer/employee when the other party had the legal right to apply.

In the High Court, inventorship will be considered in revocation proceedings on the
following grounds:
That the patent was granted on the application of a person not entitled under the
provisions of this Act to apply therefor;32 or
That the patent was obtained in contravention of the rights of the person who makes
the application to the Court or any person under or through whom he claims.33

30

A2 Corporation Limited v New Zealand Dairy Board and JP Hill, Intellectual Property Office of
New Zealand, 2005/15, 4 July 2005, Assistant Commissioner Popplewell, 22. This two part test builds
on the often-cited section from Eric Graeme King v Robert Blundell Norgate, New Zealand Patent
Office, 22 December 1992, Commissioner Burton, 11:
To succeed on the ground of obtaining, an opponent must show that some other person (or
persons) was (were) the true and first inventors, and that the invention subject of an
application for protection under challenge, was obtained from that person(s) in contravention
of the rights of the opponent. As is established by the case law, this places the burden of proof
upon the opponent to establish firstly that some person other than that named by the applicant
is the true and first inventor, and secondly that there was some relationship between the
parties which gave rise to the act of obtaining.
This requirement of a relationship is needed because New Zealand proceeds on a first-to-file basis like
most other countries except the US, which proceeds on a first-to-invent basis. A high burden of proof is
needed to establish the ground of ‘obtaining’: Stuart’s Application (1892) 9 RPC 452.
31
Wade’s Application, New Zealand Patent Office, 1981/01, 9 January 1981, Assistant Commissioner
Burton, 11. This was most recently affirmed in Yang Xuming v Colin Graeme Gower, Intellectual
Property Office of New Zealand, P9/2001, 18 April 2001, Assistant Commissioner Popplewell, 5.
32
s 41(1)(b). The person claiming to be the true and first inventor (s 7(1)(a)) and his or her assignee (s
7(1)(b)) are the only persons entitled to make an application. The Court will not consider oppositions
prior to grant, except on appeal from decisions by the Commissioner: Patents Act 1953 s 21(5).
33
Patents Act 1953 s 41(1)(c).
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The Draft Bill makes no provision for the consideration of inventorship before the
patent is granted. After grant, the patent will be able to be revoked by the
Commissioner or Court34 if the patentee is not entitled to the patent.35

2

The inventorship enquiry

The starting point for the modern enquiry into inventorship comes from Henry
Brothers (Magherafelt) Ltd v Ministry of Defence.36 A person will be an inventor or
joint inventor if they contributed to the ‘inventive concept’.37 The phrase appears to
have come from section 14(5)(d) of the Patents Act 1977 (UK) concerning the making
of an application:
(5) The claim or claims 38 shall- (d) relate to one invention or to a group of
inventions which are so linked as to form a single inventive concept.

The equivalent section in the New Zealand Act merely requires that the claims relate
to ‘a single invention‘.39 Therefore an idea inherent in the requirements for UK claims
may have been incorporated in NZ by the adoption of the Henry Brothers test. This is
likely to be of little consequence, though, as the enquiry is substantially the same as
has been taken by the Commissioner in the past.
The test ‘who was responsible for the inventive concept?’ as the test of inventorship
was adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada in Apotex Inc v Wellcome Foundation
Ltd 40 and in the New Zealand Commissioner of Patents’ decision A2 Corporation
Limited v New Zealand Dairy Board and JP Hill. 41 If more than one person has
contributed to the inventive concept they will be joint inventors. Conceivably they
34

cl 104(1).
cl 105(1)(b).
36
[1999] RPC 442.
37
Ibid 706. Although the decision was overturned on its facts the approach was upheld by the Court of
Appeal: [1999] RPC 442.
38
The ‘claims’ refer to the application drafted by a patent attorney, setting out a numbered list of what
is claimed as the patent monopoly. Each claim may incorporate a new aspect for the invention so as to
progressively narrow the scope of the monopoly.
39
Patents Act 1953 s 10(4).
40
(2002) 21 CPR (4th) 499.
41
Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand, 2005/15, 4 July 2005, Assistant Commissioner
Popplewell. This test was recently endorsed as still being the ‘key question’ by the UK Court of Appeal
in Yeda Research and Development Co Ltd v Rhone-Poulenc Rorer International Holdings Inc [2006]
EWCA Civ 1094, [40].
35
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may add to the inventive concept at different times, and may not have physical
contact with each other, but they must contribute to the same invention. 42 The
inventive concept is not the same as what is contained in the patent claims, although
the claims will assist in determining it. 43 The inventorship enquiry was recently
expressed by the UK Court of Appeal in Markem Corporation v Zipher Ltd as: ‘What
one is looking for is “the heart” of the invention. There may be more than one “heart”
but each claim is not to be considered as a separate “heart” on its own.’ 44 This
decision has not yet been followed in New Zealand, although it appears to be much
the same enquiry as that taken by the Commissioner in the A2 Corporation Limited v
New Zealand Dairy Board and JP Hill, but it is highly likely that a Court or
Commissioner would follow it the next time inventorship came up for determination,
as UK patent law cases are generally followed in New Zealand without much enquiry.

The inventive concept should not be divided into sub-concepts considered
separately.45 In Henry Brothers Jacob J said, ‘I do not think it is right to divide up the
claim for an invention which consists of a combination of elements and then to seek
to identify who contributed which element. I think the inquiry is more fundamental
than that,’ 46 and in Stanelco Fibre Optics v Bioprogress: 47 ‘It is clear that a
mechanistic, element by element approach to inventorship will not produce a fair
result.’48 The Court observed that a feature may form the substance of a claim on the
patent application that could overcome a bare novelty objection, and gave the
illustration of painting the invention pink, but concluded that such a contribution
would have ‘no substantial bearing on the inventive concept…some stripping of a
claim of its verbiage may be necessary to determine the inventive concept, and
consequently the inventor’.49

This test from Henry Brothers was adopted in New Zealand, and the Stanelco
decision was cited, by the Commissioner in A2 Corporation Limited v New Zealand
42

White and Griffiths, above n 1, 311.
Markem Corporation v Zipher Ltd [2005] EWCA (Civ) 267, [102].
44
Ibid [102].
45
IDA Ltd v University of Southampton [2006] EWCA Civ 145, [43] (Jacob LJ).
46
[1997] RPC 693, 706.
47
[2004] EWHC 2187.
48
Ibid [15].
49
Ibid [15]. This passage was cited with approval in another High Court case GE Healthcare Ltd v
Perkinelmer Life Sciences (UK) Ltd [2006] EWHC 214, 103.
43
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Dairy Board and JP Hill.50 Professor Elliot and Dr Hill at the Dairy Board were coinventors on a patent describing the diabetogenic β-caseins in milk and methods of
obtaining non-diabetogenic ones via selective breeding. 51 Professor Elliot told Dr
McLachlan of A2 of the effects of the β-caseins they had discovered. Dr McLachlan
discovered a correlation between those same β-caseins and coronary heart disease,
and A2 filed a patent application. The Dairy Board brought an opposition based on
‘obtaining’.

The Commissioner did not explicitly identify the inventive concept, but appears to
proceed on the basis that it was using genotyping in the selection of cows in order to
form a milking herd whose milk contained one or more of β-caseins A², A³, D and E,
and was substantially free of β-caseins A¹, B and C.52 As there was no evidence that
the idea for genotyping the cows had come from anyone other than Dr McLachlan, he
was true and first inventor and the ground of ‘obtaining’ failed. The inclusion of a use
in the treatment or prevention of coronary heart disease did not limit the scope of the
claims and was not part of the inventive concept, as the milk produced was the same
whether or not this ‘limitation’ was present.53 The claims had been narrowed during
the opposition proceedings but this did not affect the inventive concept.54 This shows
that the Commissioner is using the same approach as that recently set out by the UK
Court of Appeal in Markem Corporation v Zipher Ltd:55 ‘Who contributed what and
what rights if any they had in it lies at the heart of the enquiry, not what monopolies
were actually claimed.’

3

The inventor’s right to be named

Whether or not the patent is held by him or her, the ‘actual deviser’56 has the right to
be named as inventor in the complete specification, the granted patent and the register

50

Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand, 2005/15, 4 July 2005, Assistant Commissioner
Popplewell, 22, 23 of the decision, respectively.
51
Ibid 23.
52
Ibid 25. The Commissioner added, though, that unlike in this case there could be many situations
where a new use which results in the modification of a product would result in a patentable invention.
53
Ibid 25.
54
Ibid 25.
55
[2005] EWCA (Civ) 267, [101].
56
Patents Act 1953 s 23(2).
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of patents.57 This right is akin to a moral right of recognition, as the substantive rights
of patent ownership are given primarily to the ‘true and first inventor’.58

A person can apply to the Court or Commissioner if they feel their contribution to the
invention has not been recognised and that they were entitled to be considered as an
‘actual deviser’. 59 In order to qualify the Commissioner must be satisfied that that
person is the inventor of the invention or of a substantial part60 or that the application
for the patent is a direct consequence of his being the inventor.61

This begs the question whether a person could contribute to a substantial part and thus
become listed under this section as an ‘actual deviser’, but not have contributed to the
inventive concept, and therefore not have the right to apply for a patent as a ‘true and
first inventor’. In the A2 case, the use of the milk for coronary heart disease could
arguably be a substantial part of the invention as it was included in all the major
claims, but it was not considered part of the inventive concept. If a person contributed
only this idea would they be entitled to a right to be named as inventor but not have a
right to apply? Probably in this context the phrase ‘substantial part’ would have the
same meaning as it does in copyright law, meaning the original part, which in the
patent context would be the inventive part, or the ‘inventive concept’. This would
mean that in terms of inventorship an ‘actual deviser’ and a ‘true and first inventor’
would need to have contributed the same mental step, even with the adoption of the
UK test.

57

Patents Act 1953 s 23(1). This right of the ‘actual deviser’ to be mentioned as inventor is preserved
in the Patents Draft Bill 2005 cl 175. This is in contrast to the position in the UK, where inventor is
defined as ‘actual deviser’ for the entire Act: Patents Act 1977 (UK) s7(3).
58
The ‘true and first inventor’ or his or her assignee are the only persons entitled to make a patent
application under the Patents Act 1953 s 7(1), and if the applicant is not the true and first inventor, the
patent can be opposed before it is granted (s 21(1)(a)) or revoked after grant (ss 41-42).
59
Patents Act 1953 s 23(4).
60
Patents Act 1953 s 23(1)(a), Patents Draft Bill 2005 cl 175(4)(a).
61
Patents Act 1953 s 23(1)(b), Patents Draft Bill 2005 cl 175(4)(b).
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B

Rights Against the Employer: Was the Invention Made in the Course of
Employment?

The Patents Act 1953 does not set out the criteria for determining the ownership of an
invention made by an employee. The rights to an invention made by an employee will
be contained in the employment contract, either by express provision or by an implied
term which will be read in by the common law in certain circumstances. 62 The
common law rule is that if an employee makes an invention in the course of
employment which it was part of his or her duty to make then the invention, the
patent, and any consequential financial benefits flowing from it are the sole property
of the employer.63 Contractual agreements will be valid as long as they are not an
unreasonable restraint of trade.64 Many employment contracts vary the common law
rule by a pre-invention assignment agreement.65
It wasn’t always this way. Before the turn of the 20th century employees were legally
entitled to own the rights to their inventions even if made during employment, but a
shift in the way the employment contract was viewed and the rise of the corporation
saw the courts begin to favour the interests of employers.66 Heald’s Patents67 in 1891
was the last case in which an employee held the same right to exploitation of his
invention as if he had been self-employed.68 From this the current “high water mark”69
of Sterling Engineering Co. Limited v Patchett70 was reached, where the common law
rule was described by Viscount Simonds:71
62

T A Blanco White, Patents for Inventions and the Protection of Industrial Designs (4th ed, 1974) [9302].
63
Ibid.
64
ie if they restrict the employee’s ability to accept other employment after the contract with the
current employer ends: Triplex Safety Glass Co v Scorah [1937] 4 All ER 693. But see Electrolux v
Hudson [1977] FSR 312 (Ch D), discussed below Part II(B)(5).
65
Such agreements are particularly common in the US: Thomas Savitsky, ‘Compensation for
Employee Inventions’ (1991) 73 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society 645.
66
Jeremy Phillips and Michael Hoolahan, Employees’ Inventions in the United Kingdom (1982) 42-51;
Catherine Fisk, ‘Removing the ‘Fuel of Interest’ from the ‘Fire of Genius’: Law and the EmployeeInventor, 1830-1930’ (1998) 65 University of Chicago Law Review 1127.
67
(1891) 8 RPC 429.
68
Phillips and Hoolahan, above n 67, 43.
69
Owen Morgan, ‘Product innovation – employees and intellectual property’ (1994) [April] New
Zealand Law Journal 152, 153.
70
[1955] AC 534.
71
Ibid 543. This passage was recently selected as enunciating the common law rule, in Liffe
Administration & Management v Pinkava [2007] EWCA Civ 217, [37]. Where the term is implied that
the rights in the invention belong to the employer, the employee is a trustee for those rights, including
any patent rights, and as a trustee must not do anything to the disadvantage of the employer
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Where the employee in the course of this employment (i.e., in his employer’s time
and with his materials) makes an invention which it falls within his duty to make (as
was the case here) he holds his interest in the invention and in any resulting patent as
trustee for the employer unless he can show that he has a beneficial interest which the
law recognizes.

This is based on an implied duty of fidelity to the employer, and the term will be
implied where the appropriation of the invention and patent rights in it by the
employee would conflict with this duty. If the employee has applied for or had patents
granted to him, they can be ordered to be transferred to the employer.72

Because an inventor must do something affirmative and observable before an
invention can be identified, it is possible for an employee to leave the company while
the conception of the invention is inchoate and before it has taken on a concrete form
- or at least before there is any evidence of its conception - and thus qualify for the
patent in his or her own right. 73 This is what would have happened in L Church
Holdings (Australia) Pty Ltd v Marine Propulsion Limited74 in the absence of a preinvention assignment agreement. The Assistant Commissioner found that an improved
propellor was made after the employment ceased, because the evidence established
only that the inventor had had ‘preliminary thoughts’ on the invention during the
employment and had not yet worked out ‘how to put his basic ideas into practical
effect or developed them into the substantive form described and claimed in the
complete specification.’75

That employees do not usually own the rights in their inventions has been criticised as

beneficiary: Edisonia Ld v Forse (1908) 25 RPC 546.
In Edisonia Ld v Forse, the employee was additionally ordered to pay damages, and an inquiry as to
account of profits was ordered against a company with which he was connected and had granted a
license to.
73
Robert Merges, ‘The Law and Economics of Employee Inventions’ (1999) 13 Harvard Journal of
Law and Technology 1, 47. This would apply as long as the invention does not involve confidential
information or breach a restraint of trade clause in the employee’s contract, which is unlikely in
practice. Merges argues that by revealing their inventions employees opt into employer ownership and
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unfair.76 But in terms of economic theory and practicality, having property rights to
inventions vest in the inventor’s employer is much more sound. Merges defends the
prevailing law and assignment agreements on four economic grounds: strategic
bargaining analysis; team production theory; principal-agent theory; and the
employer’s assumption of risk.77 Having invention ownership vest in the employee
would create a lot of practical difficulties for its exploitation, and joint ownership
between employer and employee would also be problematic.

1

When will the term be implied?

There are three situations in which the term of employer ownership will be implied.
Firstly, where the nature of the job means that the employee is directly employed to
invent or design, in a position such as engineering draughtsman, or where he or she
has a research commitment.78 Secondly, where the invention was made in the course
of employment and as part of the employee’s duty to make it. 79 This category
incorporates the first but also includes the position of employees in non-research type
roles who make inventions which may relate to the employer’s business, or use the
employer’s time or resources, although these factors are not determinative.80 Thirdly,
the rights in the invention may belong to the employer through a duty of good faith or
fidelity, if it would be inconsistent with this duty that the employee should hold the
invention against the employer. 81 Good faith and fidelity are fundamental to every
employment relationship, 82 are still owed to the employer in the employee’s spare
time,83 and include an obligation on the employee to use his or her inventive faculties
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to the best of his or her ability to complete the instructions received.84 The duty of
good faith is usually used as a basis for the implied term in cases concerning the
employee’s position or status. Senior employees such as directors and manager may
also simultaneously be in a fiduciary position to the company, and where this occurs
any inventions will be held on trust for the company. The resulting enquiry is fairly
complicated, as shown in the diagram of Phillips and Hoolahan 85 (see figure 1,
Appendix).
In Worthington Pumping Engine Co. v Moore86 the employee was the UK agent for a
US firm. Because of his position of extreme responsibility and the trust reposed in
him, it would have been inconsistent with the good faith implied in the employment
contract for Mr Moore to hold the three patents he had taken out other than on trust
for his employer. 87 In British Syphon Co. v Homewood, 88 Mr Homewood was
employed in a general advisory capacity for his employer who made soda water
syphons. During the period of employment he invented a soda water dispenser.
Roxburgh J held that he had a duty not to put himself in a position where he could not
give the best advice to his employer because of his personal interest.89

In the case of a manager whose invention is not derived directly from the employer’s
business, there may be a duty simply to keep the employers informed of the invention
and the patent for it, as in Re Selz Ltd’s Application.90 The manager concerned worked
for a lampshade manufacturer, and came up with an invention using plastic
packaging, that among other things, could be used for packaging lampshades. The
judge held that the invention belonged to the employee because it was not inconsistent
with good faith for him to retain it, based on his obligations to the company.91
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2

The nature of the employee’s duties

Whether the term will be implied in the employment contract and its resulting scope
will be determined with reference to the nature of the employee’s duties. The court
will look to the employee’s actual duties, to account for the fact that those duties may
changed during the period of employment. The contract of employment, 92 job
description, 93 advertisement of the position, 94 a letter of engagement, 95 funding
information and letters to third parties as to what the employee was working on96 will
all be useful in determining what duties were expected of the employee at the time of
making the invention.
The nature of this enquiry was misapplied in Wade’s Application, 97 where the
Assistant Commissioner interpreted Electrolux v Hudson 98 as holding that the
employee’s duties should be determined only with reference to what the employee
was hired to do, and in order to determine his employment duties, looked only to the
job specification and description and not to what the employee actually did on a day
to day basis.99 In Empress Abalone Ltd v Langdon100 the position was corrected, as the
Court of Appeal directed Palmer J in the Employment Court to reconsider the issue of
whether the invention was made in the course of employment based on a wide variety
of factors.

Mr Langdon was employed by Empress Abalone and worked on a project for
spherical abalone pearls, funded by the Foundation for Research, Science and
Technology (FRST). He developed improved methods for making half pearls, on his
own time and without using the materials or facilities of his employer, and applied for
patents for them. To ascertain the nature of Mr Langdon’s duties, Palmer J had
considered only the FRST project.
92
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As the case was on appeal from the Employment Court,101 the Court of Appeal could
not construct the employment contract itself, 102 but could consider whether the
approach by the Employment Court judge was right in law.103 The Court of Appeal
concluded that the factors that should have been considered were: the research
proposal to FRST showing Mr Langdon’s involvement; the project contract between
Empress Abalone and FRST; a letter to FRST confirming Mr Langdon was working
full time on the project; accounting statements attributing the whole of his salary to
the FRST project; Mr Langdon’s seniority and the fact he was responsible for the
running of the employer’s facility at Kaikoura; the fact that he had been employed
before the project had been approved and that his employment was not contingent on
obtaining the funding; and his actual day to day work, including work at another site
for which he said he was ‘not employed to do’.104

In relation to the duty of fidelity, the Court asked what the employer was “entitled” to
expect of the employee.105 The Court of Appeal indicated that they would have the
ownership of the inventions vest in the employer due to Mr Langdon’s position of
seniority, likening his position to that of the employer as the ‘alter ego’ 106 of the
company in Worthington Pumping Engine Co. v Moore.

Palmer J in the Employment Court considered the guidance by the Court of Appeal
but considered that Mr Langdon was far from the ‘alter ego’ of the company, because
among other things he was not involved in management of the project or expenditure,
whereas Mr Moore in the Worthington case had sole control of all the company’s staff
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and financial matters.107 Mr Langdon undertook tasks in the course of the spherical
pearl project that could also impact on the culture of half pearls, such as feeding times
and water temperature and the number of inserts placed into the paua, but that did not
mean it was part of his duty to invent a better method of growing half pearls.108 In
addition Mr Langdon was only paid to do work on the spherical pearl project,109 the
other work he had done had nothing to do with the invention, 110 and when Mr
Langdon was offered employment it was on the basis that he would be working full
time on the project and his agreement would be needed to alter that understanding.111
It was concluded that the scope of the FRST project and the scope of Mr Langdon’s
duties were the same.112 Creating the half-pearl inventions was outside the scope of
Mr Langdon’s duties, and neither had Empress Abalone established a legal right to the
interests in the patents based on the implied duty of good faith.

It is submitted that the correct outcome was reached by Palmer J, but also that the
Court of Appeal was right to direct him to widen his initial enquiry. It can be seen
from this case that the enquiry in practice is more holistic than the step by step flow
diagram of Phillips and Hoolahan 113 (see figure 1, Appendix), but nonetheless
complicated. In the UK the common law enquiry was replaced by section 39 of the
Patents Act 1977 (UK) and the resulting enquiry is much simpler 114 (see figure 2,
Appendix).

3

The UK statutory provision on employees’ inventions

The Court in Empress Abalone distinguished a UK case Greater Glasgow Health
Board’s Application115 decided under section 39 of the Patents Act 1977 (UK). That
section provides that an invention made by an employee will belong to his employer116
if:
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(a) it was made in the course of the normal duties of the employee or in the course of
duties falling outside his normal duties, but specifically assigned to him, and the
circumstances in either case were such that an invention might reasonably be
expected to result from the carrying out of his duties;117 or

(b) the invention was made in the course of the duties of the employee and, at the
time of making the invention, because of the nature of his duties and the
particular responsibilities arising from the nature of his duties he had a special
obligation to further the interests of the employer’s undertaking.118

In Greater Glasgow Health Board’s Application a registrar at a teaching hospital
made a optical spacing device which could be used in his opthalmic examinations.
The invention was made during private study at home. His job description included
participation in teaching and he could advance his career by using the University’s
research facilities, but his only listed duties were clinical responsibilities. Jacob J held
that the doctor’s duty to treat patients did not extend to finding new ways of
diagnosing and treating those patients,119 and that his invention was a useful accessory
to his contracted work but not really part of it.120

4

Is this section declaratory of the common law?

The New Zealand Court of Appeal in Empress Abalone Ltd v Langdon regarded the
UK provision as declaratory, being prepared to consider and distinguish Greater
Glasgow Health Board’s Application.121 Perhaps this highlights the tendency of the
New Zealand judiciary to incorporate overseas developments in patent law. Cooke P
in Smith Kline & French Laboratories Ltd v Attorney-General 122 stressed the
importance of overseas developments in patent law, as New Zealand operated in an
international environment in this area of law and consistency was important.123 New
Zealand judges have made ‘remarkable use of overseas developments’ in patent
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law.124

The UK statutory wording appears to incorporate the two limbs of the common law
rule: the ‘course of employment’ limb; and the ‘duty of good faith’ limb. Whether this
section is declaratory of the common law was doubted in the first reported case,
Harris’ Patent 125 but in Greater Glasgow Health Board’s Application Jacob J
considered that the common law ‘“[c]ourse of employment” is much the same as the
“normal duties” plus “specifically assigned duties” duties of section 39(1)’,126 and he
re-expressed this view in Liffe Administration & Management v Pinkava. 127 It is
submitted that these statements are correct. Any consideration of ‘normal duties’ is
likely to be more restricted than ‘actual duties’, as ‘normal’ contemplates something
that has been normalised by being done more than once, but the other limb of section
39(1)(a) brings the section back in line with the common law, in that the inclusion of
a task that is done at the request of the employer will cover any duties which are
actual but not ‘normal’. Although the view has been expressed that ‘in the course of
employment’ might be broader than the ‘duties’ in section 39(1)(a),128 it is difficult to
imagine a duty which is ‘actual’ on the common law enquiry but is not covered by
section 39(1)(a).

The requirement in section 39(1)(a) that an invention be reasonably expected to result
is different from the common law. Probably it is the attempted embodiment of the
following principle: the employer should not be able to claim an employee’s invention
unless the employee is paid to do the kind of work from which that invention is
expected to result.129

It is submitted, though, that due to the inherently uncertain nature of invention, in that
it is impossible to know for sure if an invention will ever result from an activity, and
that in order to be patentable the invention must be novel and non-obvious, the
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threshold of expectation will be low. In the absence of a position of seniority, at
common law an invention that was intimately related to the employer’s business, but
had no connection to the carrying out of the employee’s duties would belong to the
employee.130 The requirement of expectation in the UK Act serves to further enforce
the required link between potential inventions and the employee’s actual duties, and
not to the employer’s wider business interests. Therefore it is submitted that in cases
that are close to the line, the reference to an expectation of invention will raise a doubt
that will act in favour of the employee. In this respect, it is submitted, the UK Act
steps very slightly from the common law in favour of employees.

In Liffe Administration & Management v Pinkava it was argued that s 39(1)(a)
required the resulting invention to be similar to one that could reasonably be expected.
LIFFE had instructed Dr Pinkava to work on a credit derivative future that could be
electronically traded. He instead invented a system and related inventions for trading
certain financial swaps electronically, which previously had been thought too
complicated to achieve. The requirement that the invention be similar to what could
be expected was rejected by the UK Court of Appeal, along with the qualifications
that the employee must have been asked to do what was achieved,131 that the invention
must provide a solution to a pre-identified problem, or contribute to the achievement
of the aim of the employee’s duties.132 An invention can be reasonably expected to
result from the duties even if the particular invention could not. 133 These are all
consistent with the common law. The reference to ‘an invention’ in section 39(1)(a)
rather than ‘the invention’ means that if the employee is employed to innovate then
the subsection would normally be satisfied.134

The Pinkava decision departs from the common law by including personal attributes
of the employee as a consideration in the inquiry into ownership. The employee’s
personal attributes were seen as a relevant factor in whether an invention could be
expected to result by a majority of the Court, although that consideration did not
affect the outcome of the case. Under the UK Act as interpreted in Pinkava it is
130
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conceivable that the ownership of a serendipitous invention such as Teflon®, 135
arising by chance observation and deduction, may rest with the employee, where it
was made in the course of normal duties but, because the employee was not seen as
intelligent or inventive, they were not reasonably expected to make it. Under the
common law there is little doubt such an invention would have belonged to the
employer. I agree with the dissent of Jacobs LJ in Pinkava that the personal abilities
of the employee should not be seen as a relevant circumstance for whether an
invention could be ‘reasonably expected’. The expectation is related to the duties and
not to the employee themselves. Ownership should not depend on ‘whether the
individual employee is thick or brilliant’.136

The other limb of section 39 clarifies the enquiry to be used in the case of a senior
employee, basing it on the employee’s duties and responsibilities so as to establish a
‘special obligation to further the interests of the employer’s undertaking’, rather than
an enquiry into whether it is consistent with good faith that the employee retain the
invention. In the case of a senior employee, the invention must still arise ‘in the
course of the duties of the employee’. This was not required by the common law,137
but given that where a special obligation arises, subsection (b) removes the need for a
reasonable expectation and includes all the actual duties undertaken provided they are
consistent with the position in the business,138 the outcome is likely to be the same as
under the common law. In summary, the UK provisions are a ‘pretty close
approximation’139 to the common law rule but the enquiry is more straightforward.

New Zealand should adopt statutory provisions based on the UK provisions to replace
the common law, as it would not involve any great change in outcomes but would
simplify the enquiry undertaken by an adjudicator immensely.140 This would allow the
Courts to legitimately take advantage of UK precedent, as not many cases on
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employment disputes occur in New Zealand. Given that the major change made to the
common law by section 39 as constructed in Pinkava is negative (on the author’s
view), the requirement of a ‘reasonable expectation that an invention result’ should be
included with caution, perhaps with the statutory proviso that the characteristics of the
employee are not to be considered in the test of ownership.

5

Preserving the employee’s common law rights

The common law position can be varied by contract between the parties. Allowing the
parties to determine ownership of inventions and patent rights themselves is
advocated by a New Zealand commentator.141 It is submitted, however, that having the
common law as a fall-back position is not appropriate as it encourages employers to
try to increase their level of ownership in the drafting of employment contracts. Such
agreements usually work to the detriment of the employee as a result of unequal
bargaining power, 142 and can result in employer ownership of all inventions whose
creation used any of the employer’s time or materials, relate at all to the employer’s
field of business, or are created during the period of employment whether at work or
not. Pre-invention assignment provisions may come as standard terms of employment,
or the employee may not appreciate the value of what is being given up, as depending
on the nature of the job it may be difficult to know if any patentable inventions will
result and what they will be worth if they do.143 The relevant information required to
make inventions is often in the form of trade secrets or knowledge about the
employer’s products or processes that must be obtained on the job, and by definition a
patentable invention is one that contains a certain amount of pre-invention
uncertainty.144

In a context of increasing joint ventures between New Zealand start-up companies and
overseas partners who may impose terms on the parties, the rights of employed
inventors need to be preserved. Because the common law term will still be implied
even where the express term has been held to constitute an unreasonable restraint of
141
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trade, the employer is given ‘two bites at the cherry’ 145 to obtain the employee’s
invention. In the UK the ability to diminish the employee’s legal rights on employee’s
inventions is excluded by statute.146 A similar provision should be adopted in New
Zealand to recognise that it is unreasonable for an employer to take ownership of
rights to inventions as yet unmade, that would have belonged to the employee under
the common law. The common law was tending towards restricting the ability to
contractually diminish an employee’s rights prior to the Patents Act 1977 (UK) 147
through legal policy148 expressed as an extended concept of the doctrine of restraint of
trade in the Electrolux v Hudson decision. The employment contract in that case
contained a standard clause that the company owned all inventions ‘relating to any
articles manufactured and/or marketed by the company or its associated companies or
undertakings or firms in the United Kingdom or elsewhere.’149 Whitford J refused to
enforce the clause against a storeman on the basis that it was an unreasonable restraint
of his trade. It was said in obiter that the clause was likely to be unenforceable even
against a research worker because of the diversity of the subsidiaries associated with
Electrolux to which the clause could apply. 150 It is arguable that the doctrine of
restraint of trade was being used here when there was no restraint of trade at all.151 Mr
Hudson was not prevented by the clause from carrying out his trade of storekeeper or
from any inventive activities, and the clause would have applied for the duration of
the employment but no longer, meaning he was not prevented from doing his best for
a subsequent employer.152

Restraint of trade as a limit on the scope of contracts relating to inventions has never
been considered in New Zealand. Opportunity for its consideration by the
Commissioner came up recently in L Church Holdings (Australia) Pty Ltd v Marine
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Propulsion Limited 153 and Sealed Air Corporation v Moffitt, 154 but was overlooked.
Both cases concerned assignment agreements, the first relating to improvements made
after the termination of employment, the second relating to any inventions conceived
while employed that ‘may be useful to any present or contemplated activity, interest
or line of investigation of the Company or any subsidiary’. The company in that case
was based in the US. Although it is likely that on the facts of Sealed Air Corporation
v Moffitt the invention would have belonged to the employer under the term implied
by the common law, the clause in question was very similar to that used in Electrolux
v Hudson, and as such the question of its enforceability should have been considered
by the Commissioner. In these circumstances where the common law enquiry is being
overlooked, the adoption of a statutory provision is necessary to limit the ability of the
employer to contractually reduce the employee’s rights in inventions not yet made.

C

The Current Apportionment Provision - Section 65 of the Patents Act 1953

Section 65 provides for the resolution of disputes between employer and employee by
the Commissioner, who can determine the matter and make such orders as he thinks
fit, or decline to deal with it if it would be more properly dealt with by the Court.155
The section was new in 1953,156 and was adopted from section 56 of the Patents Act
1949 (UK).

Under section 65(2) the Commissioner can apportion the patent or benefit of the
invention between them:
In proceedings before the Court between an employer and a person who is or was at
the material time his employee, or upon application made to the Commissioner under
subsection (1) of this section, the Court or Commissioner may, unless satisfied that
one or other of the parties is entitled, to the exclusion of the other, to the benefit of an
153
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invention made by the employee, by order provide for the apportionment between
them of the benefit of the invention, and of any patent granted or to be granted in
respect thereof, in such manner as the Court or Commissioner considers just.

This subsection was introduced in the interests of fairness to employees, where it was
thought that the strict common law award of all rights to either employer or employee
could result in injustice. 157 It was intended that the patent or benefit could be
apportioned between employer and employee if fairness demanded it.158

The power of apportionment was rendered redundant by the House of Lords in
Sterling Engineering Co. Limited v Patchett. The Lords held that the common law
gave absolute ownership of an invention to either employer or employee,159 and that
section 56(2) did not make any changes to this situation. The reference to one of the
parties being ‘entitled’ to an apportionment could therefore only refer to legal
entitlement. 160 Constructed this way, the section was ‘virtually a dead letter’, 161
needing an enforceable agreement (with the respective shares unagreed) to exist
before it could be applied.162

Section 65(2) has never been used in New Zealand. The Patchett v Sterling decision
has been treated as definitive on New Zealand’s section 65,163 and it is highly unlikely
that a Court or Commissioner would decline to follow it here.
The equivalent of section 65 164 was removed in the UK, and a limited statutory
recourse to compensation for employed inventors was introduced in its place.165 The
157
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section has been removed in the Draft Bill but no provision on sharing the benefits of
an employees’ inventions has been put in its place.

1

Joint ownership

There is a certain appeal in re-drafting the simplicity of section 65(2), however
allowing the employer and employee(s) to jointly own the patent is not a practical
solution. Section 63(1) of the Patents Act provides that co-owners have an equal and
undivided share in the patent, meaning that co-ownership will increase transaction
costs and the complexity associated with the exploitation of a patent. Although both
an employer and employee have an interest in the employer’s business, their interests
are not as aligned as those of co-inventors in a joint venture, for example. In addition,
by virtue of section 63(2) of the Act, each co-owner is entitled to make, use, exercise
and sell the invention without accounting to the other, but the consent of all coowners is needed to assign a share in the patent rights or to grant licences. This would
create huge problems where the employer co-owned the patent with all the coinventors responsible for the invention, especially as the monopoly term progressed
and some inventors left the employment, perhaps to work for the employer’s
competitor. This position is preserved in clause 23(1-3) of the Draft Bill, with the
additional possibility that agreement between the patentees may override these
provisions. It is submitted, though, that obtaining agreement between patentees may
be problematic, leading to the need to seek a direction by the Commissioner.166 For
these reasons, co-ownership is not a desirable way to resolve issues of fairness on
employees’ inventions. The Banks Committee in the UK considered that joint
ownership ‘could inhibit the future exploitation of the invention, particularly with
regard to licensing, and might well create more difficulties than it solved’.167 A revised
section on employees’ inventions should not include the possibility to apportion the
patent itself.
The issue of employee inventors is completely ignored in the Draft Bill, which in the
light of fairness, patent incentives, and international developments, is not appropriate.
To resolve the issue of what should replace section 65, compensation schemes
166
167
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overseas can be studied for their effectiveness.
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III

STATUTORY COMPENSATION SCHEMES OVERSEAS

What inventors may receive compensation for varies with jurisdiction: some will
award compensation from the employer for patented inventions,168 for inventions that
can be kept as trade secrets, or covered by patents or utility models,169 and in another
for patents or patented inventions of outstanding benefit to the employer.170

A

The United Kingdom

The compensation provisions introduced with the Patents Act 1977 (UK) represented
a compromise between the interests of employers, in whose opinion the inventor was
sufficiently compensated by salary, and of employees, who pointed to the
considerable profits made by employers on some inventions, far beyond the level of
salary received. 171 Where an invention created a ‘bonanza’ for the employer, 172
compensation was seen as only fair.173

For compensation to be awarded a patent must have been granted, in the UK or
elsewhere.174
In order to qualify for compensation, there must be an ‘outstanding benefit’175 to the
employer, having regard to the size and nature of the employer’s undertaking, and
even where this is present an award of compensation must be ‘just’ in the
circumstances.176

Compensation may also be awarded where the initial ownership of the patent rights
168
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vested in the employee,177 but was assigned, or an exclusive licence was granted, to
the employer.178 If the benefit is inadequate in relation to the benefit derived by the
employer from the patent or invention (or both)179 and it is just that compensation
should be paid in addition to the benefit derived under the relevant contract, 180
compensation can be awarded. The benefit to the employer does not have to be
outstanding in this case.

It was said by Lord Elwyn-Jones in the House of Lords debates that the compensation
provision was aimed at ‘the sort of invention which may revolutionise a company or
perhaps even a whole industry’.181 This comment indicates that the Act aims to reward
the seminal invention. 182 If this were true it would graft onto the patent scheme a
determination of the nature and quality of the invention above the inventive step
required to qualify for the patent. Although the returns derived from an invention
might well be expected to correlate with the nature of the invention itself in many
cases, 183 this is not necessarily so, and it is submitted that this section, aimed at
windfall profits, does not require any assessment of the nature of the invention. The
patent system does not discriminate as to the merits of the invention beyond the
requirements for novelty and usefulness, and the mental effort required to produce the
invention or the size of the inventive step over the prior art is not associated with the
resulting rights given in the grant of patent. Although Lord Elwyn-Jones’ opinion has
been accepted by a commentator,184 it is respectfully submitted that it is not a correct
interpretation of the UK provision or its purpose, in light of the underlying structure
of the patent scheme, which is not concerned with outstanding inventions that deserve
merit or accolades.

Although the principles behind the enactment of the compensation provisions were
177
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easy to understand, the statutory form given to them has made them ‘complex and
difficult to apply’,185 and the incentive to invent is arguably lost with the requirement
for an outstanding benefit, which is too high.186 Whether a benefit is ‘outstanding’ will
depend on the surrounding facts.187 It ‘denotes…something more than substantial or
good’.188 The burden of proof is on the employee to show that an outstanding benefit
accrued to the employer.189

The amount of compensation must be a ‘fair share’ of the benefit derived by the
employer, or reasonably expected to be derived.190 In determining this the following
are to be considered:191 the nature of the employee’s duties, remuneration and other
advantages derived from the invention or the employment;192 the effort of skill of the
inventor193 and of other non-inventors in making the invention;194 and the contribution
of the employer to making, developing and working the invention.195 These factors to
determine the fair share have been called ‘peculiary non-commercial’ 196 but as the
reward is based on fairness it is submitted that it is sound to consider the input of
others in calculating the share in the invention’s commercial success.
The compensation provisions do not apply where a relevant collective agreement197
already provides for compensation. 198 Other than that, the compensation scheme
cannot be contracted out of if the result would be to diminish an employee’s rights in
inventions, patents or applications for inventions.199
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So far there have been only 3 reported cases for compensation200 and none of them
have been successful. All three cases occurred before the 2004 amendment to the
Patents Act 1977 (UK), while there was still a requirement that the benefit accrue
from the patent and not from the invention itself. 201 The Patents Act 2004 (UK)
introduced the possibility of deriving the benefit from the patent or invention or
both,202 as the requirement for an outstanding benefit to be proved to derive solely
from the patent was too difficult an evidentiary hurdle for the employee.

1

Finding the ‘outstanding benefit’

In GEC Avionics Ltd’s Patent203 sales of a wide angle display unit used in aircraft
cockpits to a single customer, the United States Air Force, were considered. A
contract to supply them could not initially be fulfilled because they had to be
redesigned, so 2 consecutive contracts for conventional units were concluded in the
interim, until the wide-angled units were supplied. As the contracts for conventional
units were worth as much as that for the patented wide-angle unit, and having regard
to the size of the company, it was held that the benefit to the employer from the patent
was not ‘outstanding’.204 Where, as in this case, the benefit is being considered against
the employer obtaining contracts of a similar size, it is submitted that the 2004
amendment will not help much in overcoming the evidentiary hurdle of proving that
the benefit is outstanding.

British Steel PLC’s Patent

205

concerned whether an outstanding benefit was

established by internal cost savings by the company and a worldwide licensing
agreement, as a result of the employee’s outlet valve for conducting molten steel. The
hearing officer decided that in considering the size and nature of the employer’s
undertaking regard should be had to the entire totality of the British Steel operation,
even though the invention was only used at the site at which the employee worked.206
Because the undertaking was so massive, the benefit derived amounted to only 0.08%
200
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of profits or 0.01% of turnover, which was not outstanding.207 This highlights how the
contextual enquiry into the size of the employer’s undertaking will work against a
finding of outstanding benefit. The employee alleged additional benefits, but these
were not considered by the hearing officer as they were unquantifiable. I agree with
Chandler 208 that this approach was wrong, and that in the absence of figures, a
reasoned estimate of value can and should be made. Otherwise the employee is barred
from compensation where the patent is used as a blocking patent, used to the benefit
of the employer to prevent the entry of others into the market. Compensation should
not depend on the choice of commercial strategy of the employer.

Probably the closest of the three cases to reaching an ‘outstanding benefit’ was in
Memco-Med Ltd’s Patent.209 An improved door detector for use in lifts was made at
the request of the customer, and subsequently supplied. It was estimated that sales
during a four year period represented 80% of the employer’s turnover. Because under
the pre-2004 test the benefit had to be derived from the patent itself, it was held it
could not be shown to be of any benefit, as the sales were likely to have resulted from
a good business relationship between the parties, or the price and quality of the
product. 210 The history between the two companies indicated that their business
relationship would have been the same had the product not been patented.211 Even
with the 2004 amendment that the benefit may be derived from the invention, or
patent, or both, it is likely that where a previous good relationship exists between the
employer and the third party, or formal tying agreements or informal understandings
are in place,212 it will be difficult for an employee to prove a causal link between the
benefit and the invention and/or patent.

It is submitted that a requirement for an ‘outstanding’ benefit is so high as to be
impractical, and a ‘significant’ or ‘substantial’ benefit gained by the employer would
be more appropriate in this kind of compensation model.

In addition, the time lag from conception to market, and then from market launch to
207
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the realisation of an outstanding benefit, means it is very likely that awards for
compensation based on the UK model will come at the tail end of a patent’s term.
Even inventions immediately marketed may take time to supercede the existing
technology because of the need to reach the ‘economic advantage threshold’ 213 of
profits enjoyed by the current product or process. In some industries the amount of
time needed to launch the invention could mean that the outstanding benefit occurred
after the expiry of the patent term. In the pharmaceutical industry for example it
usually takes at least a decade from conception of a drug to market release, and it is
conceivable that an outstanding benefit will take over another 10 years to accrue,
putting the benefit required for compensation outside the term of the patent. While the
principle of the windfall approach to compensation is fair based on the interests of the
parties, because it takes so long for the parties to know if compensation will be
required the approach introduces too much uncertainty for the employer, and
temporally it is too far removed from the act of invention to qualify as an effective
incentive to employees. A royalty scheme that could run from the time of the
invention or from the grant of patent would be a better alternative as an incentive, and
to overcome the problems associated with the time lag involved in the UK scheme.

2

Other difficulties with the UK scheme

The following concerns have been outlined with the UK scheme: that the normal civil
onus of proof placed on claimants is too difficult, and that the assessment of benefit in
the context of the size and nature of an employer’s undertaking makes the finding of
an outstanding benefit less likely.214

Although procedurally correct, having the initial burden of proof on the employee
makes the likelihood of that person proving his or her case next to impossible.
Applicants will not easily gain access to company information concerning the
financial benefits derived. It would appear that the normal civil standard of proof is
not appropriate in these cases as the disadvantage to the employee in proving his or
her case is too great. It may be better in a scheme of this kind to give the Court a
213
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power to enquire into the benefits itself, in an investigatory function, to overcome this
initial hurdle which would otherwise stifle the intent of the section. To place an initial
burden on the employer to prove that no outstanding benefit was created is also
inappropriate as it requires the employer to do too much initially to defend a claim.

The contextual enquiry into the size and nature of an employer’s undertaking has also
worked against employee inventors - it would appear that compensation is less likely
for inventors working for large companies than those in small ones.215 In very large
multinational corporations with many different departments it is unlikely that a single
invention could ever produce an outstanding benefit for the employer. It would be
better not to have this as a compulsory factor in the enquiry.

Due to the burden of proof, the probable difficulties in proving a causal link between
the invention and/or patent and the benefit, and the requirement that the benefit be
‘outstanding’, the UK scheme is heavily weighted in favour employers. Grubb
suggests the UK scheme gives the employee inventor a ‘lottery ticket’. 216 In this
respect I agree with Chandler that a successful award of compensation under the UK
scheme will require ‘outstanding skill, judgment and luck’.217

B

Germany

Germany has a statute specifically covering employees’ inventions: the Employees’
Inventions Act 1957 (Germany) is intended to bridge the gap between the two legal
approaches of patent and employment law, in addition to providing encouragement of
invention by economic means.218

The complex German scheme draws very different opinions, being called ‘the most
equitable and satisfactory distribution of ownership rights between employees and
employers’219 and a ‘mindnumbing accounting ziggurat’.220
215
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The Employees’ Inventions Act 1957 (Germany)221 applies to inventions capable of
being protected under patent and utility model law. 222 The Act states that the
compensation is to be reasonable, based on the invention’s commercial potential, the
position of the employee in the company and his or her contractual duties, and the
contribution of the employee to the invention. How to calculate what is reasonable is
set out in a detailed but non-binding set of Guidelines.223

Compensation is required where the employer makes an unrestricted claim for
‘service’ inventions,224 which are those that originate from the employee’s duties or
relate to the employer’s activities or experience, 225 and must be agreed within a
reasonable time.226 This will result in more inventions belonging to the employer than
happens in the Commonwealth system,227 which is an advantage to the employer. All
other inventions are ‘free inventions’, belonging to the employee. The employee has a
duty to notify the employer in writing when a service invention is made. 228 The
notification should outline the problem, the solution, how the invention was arrived
at, and the contributions of co-inventors.229 If the employer does not claim the service
invention within four months it becomes ‘free’.230 ‘Free’ inventions cannot be made
subject to pre-invention assignment agreements.231 A non-exclusive right to use the
invention must be offered to the employer for a ‘free invention’ if it falls within the
actual or prospective scope of the employer’s business.232
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1

The compensation calculation

The multiplication of the ‘invention value’ by the ‘participation factor’ is used to
calculate the compensation owed to the employee.233 The calculation for ‘invention
value’ includes what the employer would have had to pay for an exclusive licence, or
savings to the company if the invention helps to cut costs.

The ‘participation factor’ is calculated based on a points system: the more points the
higher the participation factor. In determining the points, 3 categories are taken into
account:234
1. The degree of employee involvement in posing the problem: at one end is the
situation where the employer posed the problem and indicated the approach to
be taken, at the other end the employee posed himself a problem falling
outside the normal range of his duties.235
2. How much the employer contributed: including facilities and assistance - the
less help the higher the point rating.236
3. The position of the employee in the company: a research director making an
invention gets 1 point, a research chemist 4 points, and an unskilled worker 8
points.237
Adding these three and reading their sum off a table gives the participation factor as a
percentage. As the participation factor is usually somewhere between 15 and 21%, the
resulting compensation is usually 15-21% of a net notional royalty.238
Employees can choose to be compensated either by:239
1. Licence analogy, calculated as a percentage of a royalty based on net sales.
This method of calculating compensation is the most commonly used.240
2. A percentage of the internal cost savings.
3. One-off payment, based on a valuation of the invention.

If the parties dispute how the rules should be implemented, they can go to arbitration
233
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at the German Patent Office, and from there to the Court.241 In Germany the employee
can lay claim to the invention if the employer does not take title to it within four
months.242

It is obvious from the above that the German scheme has high administrative costs,
with a large amount of time being spent determining percentage contributions and
dealing with the complex law on remuneration in company patent departments. 243
Practical problems that arise with the administration of the German compensation
scheme are how to determine the correct share each inventor should receive in a team
project, and to identify the proportion a patented invention occupies in a product that
makes use of one or more patents. 244 The first could be avoided by a scheme that
apportions the shares equally, but the second is unfortunately unavoidable in any
compensation scheme.

The German scheme takes into account the seniority of the employee in the award of
compensation, whereas the UK and Japanese schemes do not. It is submitted that
considering the seniority of the employee is not necessary at this stage in a
compensation scheme because it is already a factor in the determination of ownership
of the invention.

It is submitted that the German scheme would not be appropriate for New Zealand,
partly because of the high administrative costs tending to negate the social utility of
the scheme, but largely because of the differences in approach to regulation and
statutory codification owing to the civil law tradition.
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C

Japan

Like the German model, the Japanese law divides inventions into ‘service inventions’
and ‘free inventions’. 245 ‘Free inventions’ cannot be pre-assigned before they are
made.246 Unlike the German scheme though, the employee retains ownership of the
service invention and the employer is only given a non-exclusive license to use it.247
The Japanese statute is quite simple. The invention can be assigned to the employer or
an exclusive licence granted, but article 35(3) of the Patent Law 1959 (Japan)
provides that ‘reasonable remuneration’248 must be paid.
The Olympus Corporation v Shumpei Tanaka 249 decision in the Japanese Supreme
Court held that this provision applied even where the parties had reached an
agreement250 and that ‘reasonable remuneration’ was needed for legitimate ownership
by the employer. 251 The Courts must respect an agreement reached by the parties
unless it is unreasonable or the process by which it was reached was unreasonable.252
Under article 35(4) compensation is to be determined with reference to two factors:
the profits the employer will derive from the invention and the degree of contribution
of the employer to the invention. 253 If the invention was made by two or more
inventors, they will share in the compensation according to their respective shares,254
and the right to receive compensation survives the resignation, retirement, or death of
245
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the employee inventor.255

The two factors for determining compensation are similar to those in the German
enquiry, but are not fleshed out as they are in the German scheme. Instead,
compensation is awarded by judges, or by employers, on a case-by-case basis. The
simple Japanese scheme has resulted in a number of awards to employee inventors in
recent years. In assessing the percentages required for compensation, the reasoning of
the Japanese courts is said to be often unclear, 256 and the apparent arbitrariness of
compensation may discourage use of litigation by employed inventors.257

The largest award of ‘reasonable remuneration’ occurred in the Nakamura case. The
District Court defined the value of the patent as the profit that could be gained over
the duration of the patent, calculating the employer’s profits at US$1.13 billion,258 and
the contribution of Mr Nakamura to be 50%, calling it ‘a rare occurrence…due to his
personal ability and creative ideas despite working under a poor research environment
provided by a small company’.259 The employer appealed and the parties settled for
5% instead at the direction of the High Court, which had apparently imposed a
settlement cap out of concern for the financial wellbeing of the company.260

1

The ‘reasonable contract’

Following the Tanaka and Nakamura decisions, the Japanese Government responded
to industry concerns over uncertainty by introducing an amendment that placed the
emphasis back on compensation reached by contractual agreement between the
parties.261 Under the amended article 35(4), the courts can award compensation only if
255
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the contract, or the process by which it was reached, was unreasonable. Whether this
change will make the administration of the law any clearer is doubtful, as it adds the
uncertainty of what is ‘unreasonable contract’ is to the uncertainty of what a
‘reasonable compensation’ is in this setting, but it is likely to result in less litigation
and fewer awards to employees.
The Hitachi Ltd v Seiji Yonezawa262 decision by the Japanese Supreme Court held that
the profits to be taken into account include those on foreign patents, justified on the
basis that ‘the imbalance between the employee and the company is the same whether
in this country or abroad’.263 Thus all three overseas compensation schemes will take
foreign patents into account.264

The Yonezawa ruling is not affected by the 2004 amendment since that amendment
did not exclude the application of the compensation scheme to foreign patents.265 The
Court used cross-licensing of patents as part of its assessment of profits arising from
the invention.266

The Japanese statute provides minimum protection of the employee’s interest by
ensuring compensation but providing flexibility by leaving the rest to negotiation. The
result is that employers are likely to offer their inventors just enough compensation to
prevent them taking legal action. It is submitted though, that the imbalance addressed
in the Hitachi decision is still present where the parties are required to negotiate
compensation, and that the 2004 amendment shifts the balance too far in favour of the
employer. In addition, the determination of awards appears to involve a large amount
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of uncertainty stemming from the lack of guidance on how to determine the
compensation. A solution to this would be to introduce a statutory minimum for
awards, to ensure a base level of compensation is met which the parties could then
negotiate on top of if they chose to.
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IV

A COMPENSATION SCHEME FOR NEW ZEALAND?

The effect of the historical change from single-inventor situations to corporate
research in the early 20th century and from employee- to employer-ownership is
effectively to deprive the inventor of an expectation of any reward or compensation
for their inventions which the patent system intends,267 and has been associated with
diminished employee incentives.268
Monetary compensation schemes have at least 2 potential benefits: 269 an increased
cooperation in the patenting process, resulting in a quantitative increase in the number
of inventions disclosed by employees to the employer; and a qualitative increase in
the calibre of inventions due to increased employee creativity. In deciding for or
against any kind of compensation scheme for employed inventors, ‘fairness and
incentive are the core issues’.270

A

1

Arguments in Support of Compensation Schemes

Fairness

The inventor of a successful invention deserves or is entitled to expect some reward
for his or her contribution as a matter of fairness,271 on the basis of a socially valuable
contribution made or as a reward for labour from which a benefit is derived by
others.272

In many cases the effort that goes into creating an invention and the benefit derived
by the employer for it may be greater than what can reasonably be expected of an
employee, as in the case of Nakamura’s blue LED. Fairness is the dominant rationale
behind our current section 65, and in recommending its adoption the Patents
267
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Commission implied that failure to compensate an employee should be a rare
occurrence: ‘The employer…may contend that by virtue of the circumstances he is
entitled to the benefit of the invention without giving any additional remuneration to
the employee’.273

Fairness is also the driving force behind the UK scheme of rewarding patents or
inventions that are of outstanding benefit, as it applies in the case where an employee
gives the employer ‘something above and beyond what is expected’,274 as can be seen
in the following principles implicitly incorporated into the provisions on employee
inventions in the UK:275
a) An employee inventor should share in the fruits of the success of the
successful exploitation of the invention by his or her employer.
b) The size of the reward should be calculated with reference to the relative
worth of the efforts and expectations of both the employer and the employee.

The House of Lords, in considering the UK Bill, discussed the difficulties involved in
determining who the inventor(s) were and the fear that a provision of this kind would
lead to decreased interchange of ideas and team work, but ultimately decided that on
the basis of fairness and as encouragement to inventors the provision should be
included in the Act.276 The Lord Chancellor Elwyn-Jones appealed to the House:
I invite noble Lords to ask themselves, if the difficulties can be surmounted in a given
case, and we are dealing with an inventor, a researcher, who has made a remarkable
discovery which may bring millions of pounds into the company, is it really to be
said, ‘Oh, no, he does not deserve any compensation at all’. I would think that to be a
very hard-hearted and tight-fisted attitude.277

Compensation would serve a valuable recognition function for the inventor(s)
involved. The Banks Committee identified recognition as one of the interests an
employee would have in a statutory reward scheme: ‘[I]t is understandable that an
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inventor should want special recognition for an activity which is uniquely personal’.278
The use of the patent system for recognition is built into the law – the inventor is
entitled to be named on the patent. A patent must be granted to the ‘true and first
inventor’,279 who must sign the application. The patent can be opposed or revoked if
someone who should have been recognised an inventor was not, or if someone who is
listed as an inventor did not in fact make the requisite inventive contribution. This
recognition is important and should extend to the inventor being awarded some
remuneration for their vital input into the invention.

(i)

Where the employee’s invention results from special services

Certain situations will demand an increased level of compensation as a matter of
fairness. An employee may make an invention unsolicited, on his own time, and bring
it to the employer, as was the case in Electrolux v Hudson, or the employer may ask
for a task to be done using the employee’s special skills, such as where a law clerk
who also has a computer science degree is asked to write a software program to solve
a computer problem in her workplace.280 In such situations there can be no suggestion
that the employee has already been rewarded by salary.

In circumstances where the employee provided special services or materials, he may
be able to sue for compensation on equitable or quasi-contractual premises.281 Phillips
and Hoolahan give the rule in Lampleigh v Braithwait 282 as potentially applicable
where an employer promises a sum for extra work done by an employee outside the
scope of his employment; and quantum meruit as a remedy for special services where
no promise of compensation is given or where the employee’s unsolicited efforts have
produced a substantial advantage for the employer. 283 The authors cite several
American cases in which quantum meruit has been successfully used. The differing
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propensity to use equitable principles in the United States284 means that the remedies
proposed are probably of little value in New Zealand. The situation where the
invention results from the employee’s unsolicited efforts, or from a special request by
the employer for an activity outside the employee’s normal duties, should therefore be
dealt with by special provision within a statutory compensation scheme.

2

Incentives

Invention is said to be stimulated by the prospect of gaining the rewards offered by
the patent system, encouraging individuals to invest their time and effort in pursuing
these rewards. 285 Where a person is employed to invent and the resulting patent
belongs to the employer, to say the availability of a patent acts as a stimulus for
invention is ‘like saying that you can spur on a donkey by offering a carrot to his
rider’. 286 The incentive is absent in the case of employees’ inventions, 287 but
compensation can correct it. Empirical studies show that compensation will function
as a motivating factor in the inventive process as an alternative to a proprietary patent
right.288
The incentives provided by the patent system are broken down into:289 an incentive to
invent, create and innovate; an incentive to disclose ideas; and an incentive to invest.
The first of these can be further broken down into an incentive to invent as distinct
from an incentive to innovate. 290 This is an appropriate distinction to make in the
employment context as innovation is more appropriately seen as being concerned with
the commercialisation of scientific advancements rather than their creation or
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conception.291 Innovation is the ‘transformation of knowledge into economic value’292
and the acquisition of intellectual property is only of many inputs into the process of
innovation.293

An independent inventor receives all the incentives offered by the patent system. In
the employment context, however, the inventor receives none, as their employer will
be the one obtaining and holding the patent monopoly rights. The incentives to
disclose, invest, and innovate for the development and promotion of the commercial
product act on the employer, but the incentive to invent cannot apply to anyone other
than the person responsible for the inventive concept of the invention ie the individual
inventor(s) themselves.

A salary cannot function as an incentive for an employee inventor, as it will be due
regardless of whether an individual applies themselves in the pursuit of invention.
Also, a patent incentive cannot be something that all employees receive, such as a
salary: ‘the monopoly incentive completely side-steps inventors, who have no
incentive to innovate if they can find a better job doing something else’.294

The best incentive to invent is the creation of a personal property right in the
invention and the resulting collection of economic rights derived from the patent to
exclude others from making, selling or otherwise dealing with the invention.
Awarding a share of the patent rights has been suggested as a solution to the missing
incentive.295 But joint ownership is problematic, as previously discussed.296
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Inventors may find non-monetary incentives to invent,297 but this is neither here nor
there for the purposes of the patent system, whose existence and incentive and reward
theory is grounded in shaping behaviour through the award of economic rights. Some
writers question whether individual inventors are normally motivated by profit and
therefore whether the incentive offered by the patent system makes any difference to
inventive activity, 298 but studies do not support such a romanticised ideal for the
general population of research and development staff.299 These inventors are among
good company: ‘Although Edison regarded invention as his raison d’être, he did not
pursue activities for which he would not expect a commercial return’.300

The incentive to disclose does not act on the inventor when an employer is placed
between the patent office and the inventor, as shown in the diagrams of Phillips and
Firth301 (see figure 3, Appendix). It is submitted, though, that the incentive to disclose
is tied to ownership in the property and potential patent rights in the invention, and the
disclosure of an idea such as would happen in the case of an employee to his
employer is not the ‘disclosure’ that the incentive is aimed at. Since the employer is in
a position to disclose the invention or keep it as a trade secret, it is the employer who
is the subject of the social contract which is often said to be underlying patent law,
and therefore the employer is the rightful subject of the incentive to disclose. Because
an employee will usually have no legal right to disclose the invention to the public, it
is submitted that correcting for this incentive is not of much importance.

In addition, awarding small fixed payments for each patent granted as in many
contractual schemes in the US302 would increase the incentive to disclose inventions to
the employer, but because of a strong bias towards conservative patent management,
in that it is more economically sound to patent than not to,303 and because managers
will usually take the immediate cost of patenting over the risks to their careers of not
297
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patenting,304 granting small awards for each and every patent is only likely to create
‘worthless paper patents’305 which clog up the patent system and are not in the public
interest.
Increased recognition 306 and large monetary awards 307 have been found to be the
greatest incentives for employees.308 In contrast, small per-patent or per-application
awards were shown to have no motivating effect.309 A clear tendency was shown in
one study that respondents working for companies with monetary compensation
schemes believed such schemes had a positive effect on creativity.310 In a study of
research and development staff it was found that financial incentives which were
found to have an overall positive impact on motivation,311 and were highly preferred
over non-monetary incentives as a motivating tool.312

B

Arguments Against Compensation Schemes

Caution has been recommended for those acquiring rights in patents or applications
that originate from countries with employed inventor laws as there may be uncertainty
associated with the acquisition of patent rights owing to the interests attached. 313
Having no such law in New Zealand may be an advantage to those who wish to sell or
otherwise deal in their patent rights with overseas investors. This is presumably an
option taken by many small New Zealand companies entering into joint ventures with
overseas partners to further their commercial venture, and the presence of an
employee inventor compensation scheme could mean that such international
development partners are more reluctant to deal with New Zealand companies,
especially when Australia provides an immediate alternative. By the same token,
however, a compensation scheme could increase the likelihood of keeping talent that
304
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is vital to the knowledge economy in New Zealand.

1

Teamwork and behaviour modification

It is argued that inventor compensation schemes ignore the contribution of other
employees involved in turning an invention into a commercial success,314 and that in
the work needed to commercialise an invention, the actual conception of it may be the
step requiring the least effort.315 If an inventor is to be compensated, so should those
who contributed before and after the invention.316 Others ideas that are kept as trade
secrets or fall short of patentability317 may provide as lucrative for the employer, and
the employees involved in conceiving these ideas will not be compensated. It is
submitted that in the first case, the importance placed on the inventor in the patent
scheme demands the inventor be singled out for reward, and that the inventor is the
reason the other employees have anything to commercialise at all. The case of
employee’s inventions being kept as trade secrets is unfortunate, but is not a reason to
exclude the many more employees who would benefit from a statutory scheme. A
compensation scheme for employed inventors is not meant to subsume all other kinds
of employer-based bonuses. If other employees deserve to be rewarded for their
contributions it is hoped that the employer would do so.

Compensation for inventors is also criticised on the basis that ‘the commercial success
of an invention bears no necessary relationship to its inventive merits’318 and that it
overlooks the creative contributions that cannot be patented, made by other
employees.319 These criticisms, though, can be made of the patent system in general,
because the scope of the monopoly granted is not related to the inventive merit of the
invention (ie the size of the inventive step), and that it does not reward other kinds of
creative contributions to society or the economy.
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A fear in industry reported soon after the enactment of the UK compensation scheme
was that employees would be encouraged to take research and development positions
that were more likely to lead to patentable inventions.320 But on an analysis consistent
with the purpose of the patent scheme this behaviour is not objectionable - to provide
an incentive for people to produce useful inventions is a major object of the patent
system. Employers can institute their own incentives for other behaviour if they so
wish.

2

A disincentive for employers?

The prospect of having to pay compensation could be a disincentive to patent for the
employer, who may prefer to keep the invention as a trade secret if at all possible.
Practically though, the conservative tendency to patent is unlikely to be undone by the
prospect of possible compensation, especially when conservative patent management
can be supported on an economic analysis of the value of patents.321 It may mean,
though, that it is difficult to simultaneously direct incentives at all the relevant players
in the patent game without diminishing these incentives for someone. This begs the
question whether the patent system is appropriate at all for the modern context, where
inventions are generally team-based and employer-owned, but that question is beyond
the scope of this dissertation.

3

The flexibility of contract

It is said that contractual agreements are ‘a sounder solution’ 322 than statutory
compensation systems, as the decision makers within a firm are familiar with the
industry, the technology, and maybe the inventors themselves, and are thus in a much
better position to adapt the compensation scheme to optimise the incentive 323 and
reward. Employer-based award schemes can be grouped into four kinds:324 (a) implicit
career-path progressions for significant inventions; (b) bonuses for significant
inventions; (c) output-based bonus schemes; and (d) more detailed schemes based on
320
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individual employee contribution and valuation of the invention. The flexibility of
these schemes, as evidenced by the variety of them, is impossible to accommodate in
a statutory scheme. The scheme would end up more complicated than the German
system, and too costly and difficult to make it worthwhile.
It is true that the employer is in the best position to reward employees who have
contributed to the commercial success of an invention, and to reward employees
based on their respective contributions. The flexibility offered by contract is
attractive. Prior to the introduction of the Patents Act 1977 (UK), the Banks
Committee had recommended that the matter was better dealt with by private contract
than statutory impositions, and had recommended that the Department of
Employment and Productivity encourage voluntary award schemes for inventions.325
This was because of the difficulty in finding the balance between the interests of the
inventor and the employer. 326 Contractual compensation depends, though, on the
generosity of the employer.327 Workplace compensation arrangements are largely at
the employer’s discretion as the typical employee has a poor bargaining position
relative to his employer.328 Private sector employers are less likely to share benefits
with inventors than are government agencies and universities.329 At the University of
Otago, staff will receive one third of the benefits of any patents arising from their
inventions.330 Many private employers, however, choose not to share the benefits of
their inventions with their employees: empirical data is hard to find, but in a US study
only 50% of companies surveyed had a monetary compensation scheme that could be
described as more than nominal.331 The tendency to have a monetary compensation
system showed a strong trend for industry category in the US.332 Provided that such
industry trends are also exhibited in New Zealand, statutory compensation schemes
325
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would fill a gap left by contract. The existence of a statutory compensation scheme
also promotes awareness of the issues of fairness and incentives to employee
inventors, and encourages employers to formulate their own schemes so that they
could settle with their employees, rather than litigate with their ex-employees.

4

Difficulties in determining inventors

The difficulties involved in determining the inventors are often cited against the use
of statutory compensation schemes.333 This was also noted in the debates334 prior to the
passing of the Patents Act 1977 (UK), and as early as Worthington Pumping Engine
Co. v Moore. 335 In IDA Ltd v University of Southampton 336 Jacob LJ observed that
many disputes as to the facts are likely to arise in cases on inventorship, as after a
time people’s recollections will differ about ‘who thought of what and who said what
to whom’.337 It is said that when money is at stake it can only complicate the task of
determining the inventors,338 and a resulting decrease in collegiality may be feared as
inventors may tend to be deceptive as to inventorship.339

But determination of inventorship will be difficult anyway, as credit and career path
progression - far more influential for most inventors340 - are already linked to it.341 An
important function of the patent system is that it provides professional recognition for
individual research contributions, in this sense holding patents are treated as
professional credentials like publications or awards.342 In the UK there has recently
been a ‘rash’ of inventorship disputes,
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Corporation v Moffitt.344 As the inventorship enquiry must be carried out anyway for
the purposes of obtaining a valid patent, and the recognition associated with being an
inventor is already so important for inventors, it is submitted that this problem would
not be a bar to the effective use of a compensation scheme.

Also, difficulties in complying with the law are not a reason to uphold unfairness or
misplaced incentives in that law. The difficulties can be mitigated by effective recordkeeping, and by sitting down with the patent attorney and determining who the
inventors are at the time of the application. Of course, not all cases will involve a
research team and in the case of a single inventor, as in Empress Abalone,
inventorship will not be an issue.

5

Bearing the risk

Opponents of compensation for employed inventors argue that the employer is
entitled to the fruits of the invention as he or she bears the risk of unsuccessful
inventions,345 and that salaried employees exhibit a preference for low-risk rewards.346
But the amount of effort, energy and thought given by the employee to the invention
may be a more substantial investment in the inventive process than the financial risk
assumed by the employer. 347 Compared to the resources invested by the employer,
which alone give no guarantee to ever produce an invention, the inventive employee’s
brainpower is ‘an equal, if not greater, ingredient in the inventive process’.348

It is alleged that additional compensation for successful inventions could lead to
reduced salaries for employed inventors, as employers may require these employees
to assume some of the risk.349 It is submitted that this is unlikely, that many more
inventions are created than can be pursued and that therefore an employer has the
344
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choice as to which are developed, and that employers mitigate the risk of not
producing an invention anyway, for example by tailoring the direction of research
towards likely successful outcomes. It is submitted that the patent rights themselves
represent a fair exchange for the assumption of risk, and where it is alleged that the
employer requires all the benefit derived as well to cover the risk, the risk is
overstated.

Technological innovation plays and will continue to play an increasing important role
in New Zealand’s economy, as a major driver of economic growth. The importance of
encouraging innovation was seen in the recent tax incentives for research and
development recently announced by the government in the 2007 Budget, part of a set
of changes designed to develop ‘a more innovative and dynamic economy’. 350 If
investment in technology is important, it is important also to motivate and reward
those people who came up with the inventions, to prevent the loss of inventive
employees from New Zealand.

It is therefore concluded that the arguments in favour of compensation schemes
outweigh those against, and that subject to appropriate empirical research being
carried out, statutory provision for employed inventors should be made available in
New Zealand.
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V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Whether compensation for employee inventors should be regulated or left to contract
is controversial. One difficulty with any compensation scheme based on the patent
system is that largely the scheme itself does not accurately reflect the modern notion
of invention. The patent system was originally aimed at the individual inventor who,
as a result of personal efforts, was entitled to a property right in his or her invention
and the resulting economic rights flowing from the patent for it. In contrast, most
invention today involves teamwork and collaboration, and secondly, it involves the
resulting property and economic rights being held by the employer.

Attempts at compensation in New Zealand, as in other jurisdictions, will run into the
potential problem of determining who the inventors are, and problems in valuation of
the patent, 351 or the lack of compensation to some employees resulting from the
employer’s decision to use the invention internally for the business or keep it as a
trade secret instead of patenting. 352 It would not be practical in this last case to
distinguish between inventions that had remained a trade secret at the employer’s
discretion, and those inventions that were not capable of obtaining a patent. This
would require a third party, probably the Intellectual Property Office, to basically
examine without grant, which would be costly, time consuming, and rather pointless.

The flexibility of contract and the ability of the employer to tailor the rewards to the
individual or team make leaving the question of compensation up to the parties an
attractive option. The recommendation of the Banks Committee that governmental
encouragement of inventor reward systems be adopted, instead of a statutory scheme,
is tempting. This, however, would leave compensation to the discretion of the
employer, which in some industries or firms may not be forthcoming. In addition, the
rise of foreign partnering for start-up companies should be considered. Overseas
partners may be in a position to enforce terms on the parties, and are unlikely to be
swayed by non-legislative drives to promote inventor compensation awards. The
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For example where the employer is using the patent to block the market entry of others, which may
be extremely valuable in commercial terms but whose value is difficult to quantify.
352
This problem of the employer’s right to patent cannot be solved simply by awarding compensation
for all inventions whether patented or not, as this would include inventions that were not capable of
obtaining a patent and would bring the question outside the scope of patent law entirely.
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uncertain position of the common law on pre-invention assignment agreements,353 and
their widespread use in the US, could especially leave employee inventors in
partnerships with US companies hard done by. One such case has already occurred in
the Intellectual Property Office where a pre-invention assignment agreement for the
nominal consideration of $1 was upheld without the Assistant Commissioner batting
an eyelid.354

In the context of an employment setting, the factors for a court to weigh in setting an
award of compensation may be difficult to ascertain and seem to be innumerous, such
as valuing the patents involved, the contributions of the employer, the contributions to
the inventive concept by other employees, and the contribution to the success of the
invention by other areas of the firm such as marketing or product development, to
name a few. The employer is in a much better position than the courts to determine
these factors. This is why the UK and German Acts list so many factors for
consideration, why the difficulty of determining what is ‘reasonable’ under the
Japanese scheme will always be problematic, and arguably why the Japanese
Government recently re-established contract as the primary compensatory method.

Patent law requires the identification of the true and first inventors for a valid patent,
and as long as that requirement is an integral part of the scheme, it is unavoidable that
any statutory compensation scheme must be based on the identifying a contribution of
each true and first inventor to the inventive concept. In practice the inventive concept
could be identified by a patent attorney while working with the employer to process
the patent application, and the determination of inventorship could be done and
documented at the same time. In a study of aggregate compensation strategies, 355
team-based incentives and team-based bonus policies were found to have a positive
effect on all the reported pay effectiveness measures studied,356 so if the employer is

353

ie in that the position taken in the Electrolux v Hudson decision does not appear to have been
considered in New Zealand.
354
Sealed Air Corporation v Moffitt, Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand, P14/2007, 11 June
2007, Assistant Commissioner Popplewell.
355
Luis Gomez-Mejia and David Balkin, ‘Effectiveness of Individual and Aggregate Compensation
Strategies’ (1989) 28 Industrial Relations 431. 175 R&D employees from the Boston area were
surveyed.
356
Pay effectiveness was defined as the extent to which the compensation system is seen as
contributing to the achievement of individual, organisational, and R&D goals. Measures were pay
satisfaction, withdrawal cognition, and individual and project performance.
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concerned about the effect of an inventor compensation scheme on other staff, team
based schemes could be used as long as a minimum of compensation for the inventors
is met within a statutory scheme.

A

A Statutory Minimum of Compensation

In these conditions and in light of the various downfalls of the overseas compensation
schemes considered in this dissertation, imposing a statutory minimum award for
compensation seems to be the best compromise between the advantages of employertailored awards and protecting the interests of employee inventors.

A statutory minimum appears to be the best way to deal with the issue on a review of
the overseas compensation structures. The German method is too costly and
bureaucratic for a New Zealand environment, although it does have the advantage of
great certainty, particularly for the employer. The UK scheme has problems for
establishing compensation derived from the burden of proof, and the requirement to
consider whether the benefit exists in the context of the size of the employer’s
undertaking. In addition, the requirement of an ‘outstanding benefit’ is too high to be
of any practical value. The Japanese scheme as recently amended leaves open the
possibility that the contract may well be reasonable but the resulting compensation
may not be. If a minimum of royalties is required for the duration of the patent there is
a high certainty of compensation required so therefore less potential for disagreement
or for the matter to come back to court some years later after the benefit has been
reassessed, as can happen under both the UK and Japanese systems.

It is recommended that a statutory minimum of 7% of the benefits derived from the
patent or invention be introduced as compensation for employee inventors in fairness
and to correct the missing incentive to invent. In the case of co-inventors the benefits
should be divided equally between them, rather than undertake the task of
determining percentage contributions, to limit the administration costs. In the case
where the invention results from special services by the employee such as using
special skills to solve a problem, or making the invention unsolicited or out of work
hours, a statutory minimum of 20% of the benefit is recommended. The benefit could
be awarded based on a net notional royalty or a percentage of internal cost savings, or
59

a series of lump sums based on valuations. The Courts could then be given an
investigatory function to enquire whether this minimum had been met, to avoid the
difficulties in establishing the burden of proof by employees.

If a statutory compensation scheme is not thought to be suitable for the New Zealand
environment, at least a statutory provision to simplify the enquiry on ownership and to
prevent the use of pre-invention assignment agreements that diminish an employee’s
rights should be adopted in the Draft Bill. Section 39 of the UK Patents Act should be
adopted in New Zealand, but with the proviso that an employee’s personal attributes
are not part of whether an invention could be ‘reasonably expected’. This will allow
for the interests of employees, who provide the vital ideas in the knowledge economy,
to be satisfactorily addressed in the Draft Bill.
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APPENDIX

Patents Act 1953 section 65 - Disputes as to inventions made by employees
(1) Where a dispute arises between an employer and a person who is or was at the
material time his employee as to the rights of the parties in respect of an invention
made by the employee either alone or jointly with other employees or in respect of
any patent granted or to be granted in respect thereof, the Commissioner may, upon
application made to him in the prescribed manner by either of the parties and after
giving to each of them an opportunity to be heard, determine the matter in dispute,
and may make such orders for giving effect to his decision as he considers expedient:
Provided that if it appears to the Commissioner upon any application under this
section that the matter in dispute involves questions which would more properly be
determined by the Court, he may decline to deal therewith.

(2) In proceedings before the Court between an employer and a person who is or was
at the material time his employee, or upon application made to the Commissioner
under subsection (1) of this section, the Court or Commissioner may, unless satisfied
that one or other of the parties is entitled, to the exclusion of the other, to the benefit
of an invention made by the employee, by order provide for the apportionment
between them of the benefit of the invention, and of any patent granted or to be
granted in respect thereof, in such manner as the Court or Commissioner considers
just.

(3) A decision of the Commissioner under this section shall have the same effect as
between the parties and persons claiming under them as a decision of the Court.

(4) An appeal to the Court shall lie from any decision of the Commissioner under this
section.
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Figure 1. The judicial enquiry as to ownership of an employee’s invention at
common law.
Diagram taken from: Jeremy Phillips and Michael Hoolahan, Employees’
Inventions in the United Kingdom (1982) 15.
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Figure 2. The simplified enquiry under the Patents Act 1977 (UK).
Diagram taken from: Jeremy Phillips and Michael Hoolahan, Employees’
Inventions in the United Kingdom (1982) 54.
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Figure 3. The way the incentive to disclose an invention functions in the context
of employees’ inventions.
Diagram taken from: Jeremy Phillips and Alison Firth, Introduction to
Intellectual Property Law (4th ed, 2001) 109-110.
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